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Abstract

In this work, we investigate the global memory access mechanism on recent GPUs. For the purpose of this study, we created specific benchmark programs, which allowed us to explore the scheduling of global memory transactions. Thus, we formulate a model capable of estimating the execution time for a large class of applications. Our main goal is to facilitate optimisation of regular data-parallel applications on GPUs. As an example, we finally describe our CUDA implementations of LBM flow solvers on which our model was able to estimate performance with less than 5% relative error.
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Introduction

State-of-the-art graphics processing units (GPU) have proven to be extremely efficient on regular data-parallel algorithms [3]. For many of these applications, like lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) fluid flow solvers, the computational cost is entirely hidden by global memory access. The present study intends to give some insight on the global memory access mechanism of the nVidia’s GT200 GPU. The obtained results led us to optimisation elements which we used for our implementations of the LBM.

The structure of this paper is as follows. First, we briefly review nVidia’s compute unified device architecture (CUDA) technology and the algorithmic aspects of the LBM. Then, we describe our measurement methodology and results. To conclude, we present our CUDA implementations of the LBM.

1 Compute Unified Device Architecture

CUDA capable GPUs, i.e. the G8x, G9x, and GT200 processors consist in a variable amount of texture processor clusters (TPC) containing two (G8x, G9x) or three (GT200) streaming multiprocessors (SM), texture units and caches [6]. Each SM contains eight scalar processors (SP), two special functions units (SFU), a register file, and shared memory. Registers and shared memory are fast but in rather limited amount, e.g. 64 KB and 16 KB per SM for the GT200. On the other hand, the off-chip global memory is large but suffers from high latency and low throughput compared to registers or shared memory.

The CUDA programming language is an extension to C/C++. Functions intended for GPU execution are named kernels, which are invoked on an execution grid specified at runtime. The execution grid is
formed of blocks of threads. The blocks may have up to three dimensions, the grid two. During execution, blocks are dispatched to the SMs and split into warps of 32 threads.

CUDA implementations of data intensive applications are usually bound by global memory throughput. Hence, to achieve optimal efficiency, the number of global memory transactions should be minimal. Global memory transactions within a half-warp are coalesced into a single memory access whenever all the requested addresses lie in the same aligned segment of size 32, 64, or 128 bytes. Thus, improving the data access pattern of a CUDA application may dramatically increase performance.

2 Lattice Boltzmann Method

The Lattice Boltzmann Method is a rather innovative approach in computational fluid dynamics [5, 11, 2]. It is proven to be a valid alternative to the numerical integration of the Navier-Stokes equations. With the LBM, space is usually represented by a regular lattice. The physical behaviour of the simulated fluid is determined by a finite set of mass fractions associated to each node. From an algorithmic standpoint, the LBM may be summarised as:

```plaintext
for each time step do
  for each lattice node do
    if boundary node then
      apply boundary conditions
    end if
    compute new mass fractions
    propagate to neighbouring nodes
  end for
end for
```

The propagation phase follows some specific stencil. Figure 1 illustrates D3Q19, the most commonly used three-dimensional stencil, in which each node is linked to 18 of its 27 immediate neighbours.\(^1\)

\(^1\)Taking the stationary mass fraction into account, the number of mass fractions per node amounts to 19, hence D3Q19.

CUDA implementations of the LBM may take advantage of its inherent data parallelism by assigning a thread to each node, the data being stored in global memory. Since there is no efficient global synchronisation barrier, a kernel has to be invoked for each time step [12]. CPU implementations of the LBM usually adopt an array of structures (AoS) data layout, which improves locality of mass fractions belonging to a same node [10]. On the other hand, CUDA implementations benefit from structure of arrays (SoA) data layouts, which allows coalesced global memory accesses [4]. However, this approach is not sufficient to ensure optimal memory transactions, since propagation corresponds to one unit shifts of global memory addresses for the minor spatial dimension. In other words, for most mass fractions, the propagation phase yields misalignments. A way to solve this issue consists in performing propagation partially in shared memory [13]. Yet, as shown in [7], this approach is less efficient than using carefully chosen propagation schemes in global memory.

3 Methodology

To study transactions between global memory and registers, we used kernels performing the following operations:

1. Store time \(t_0\) in a register.
2. Read \(N\) words from global memory, with possibly \(L\) misalignments.
3. Store time \(t_1\) in a register.
4. Write $N$ words to global memory, with possibly $M$ misalignments.

5. Store time $t_2$ in a register.

6. Write $t_2$ to global memory.

Time is accurately determined using the CUDA `clock()` function which gives access to counters that are incremented at each clock cycle. Our observations enabled us to confirm that these counters are per TPC, as described in [8], and not per SM as stated in [6]. Step 6 may influence the timings, but we shall see that it can be neglected under certain circumstances.

The parameters of our measurements are $N$, $L$, $M$, and $k$, the number of warps concurrently assigned to each SM. Number $k$ is proportional to the occupancy rate $\alpha$, which is the ratio of active warps to the maximum number of warps supported on one SM. With the GT200, this maximum number being 32, we have: $k = 32\alpha$.

We used a one-dimensional grid and one-dimensional blocks containing one single warp. Since the maximum number of blocks supported on one SM is 8, the occupancy rate is limited to 25%. Nonetheless, this rate is equivalent to the one obtained with actual CUDA applications.

We chose to create a script generating the kernels rather than using runtime parameters and loops, since the layout of the obtained code is closer to the one of actual computation kernels. We processed the CUDA binaries using decuda [14] to check whether the compiler had reliably translated our code. We carried out our measurements on a GeForce GTX 295 graphics board, featuring two GT200 processors.\(^2\)

## 4 Modelling

At kernel launch, blocks are dispatched to the TPCs one by one up to $k$ blocks per SM [1]. Since the GT200 contains ten TPCs, blocks assigned to the same TPC have identical blockIdx.x unit digit. This enables to extract information about the scheduling of global memory access at TPC level. In order to compare the measurements, as the clock registers are peculiar to each TPC [8], we shifted the origin of the time scale to the minimal $t_0$. We noticed that the obtained timings are coherent on each of the TPCs.

For a number of words read and written $N \leq 20$, we observed that:

- Reads and writes are performed in one stage, hence storing of $t_2$ has no noticeable influence.
- Warps 0 to 8 are launched at once (in a determined but apparently incoherent order).
- Subsequent warps are launched one after the other every $\sim 63$ clock cycles.

For $N > 20$, reads and writes are performed in two stages. One can infer the following behaviour: if the first $n$ warps in a SM read at least 4,096 words, where $n \in \{4, 5, 6\}$, then the processing of the subsequent warps is postponed. The number of words read by the first $n$ warps being $n \times 32N$, this occurs whenever $n \times N \geq 128$. Hence, $n = 4$ yields $N \geq 32$, $n = 5$ yields $N \geq 26$, and $n = 6$ yields $N \geq 21$.

Time $t_0$ for the first 3$n$ warps of a TPC follow the same pattern as in the first case. We also noticed a slight overlapping of the two stages, all the more as storing $t_2$ should here be taken into account. Nonetheless, the read time for the first warp in the second stage is noticeably larger than for the next ones. Therefore, we may consider, as a first approximation, that the two stages are performed sequentially.

In the targeted applications, the global amount of threads is very large. Moreover, when a set of blocks is assigned to the SMs, the scheduler waits until all blocks are completed before providing new ones. Hence, knowing the average processing time $T$ of $k$ warps per SM allows to estimate the global execution time.

For $N \leq 20$, we have $T = \ell + T_r + T_w$, where $\ell$ is time $t_0$ for the last launched warp, $T_r$ is read time, and $T_w$ is write time. Time $\ell$ only depends on $k$. For $N > 20$, we have $T = T_0 + \ell' + T'_r + T'_w$, where $T_0$ is the processing time of the first stage, $\ell'(i) = \ell(i - 3n + 9)$ with $i = 3k - 1$, $T'_r$ and $T'_w$ are read and write times for the second stage.

\(^2\)In the CUDA environment, the GPUs of the GTX 295 are considered as two distinct devices. It should be noted that our benchmark programs involve only one of those devices.
To estimate $\ell$, we averaged $t_0$ over a large number of warps. Figure 2 shows, in increasing order, the obtained times in cycles. Numerically, we have $\ell(i) \approx 0$ for $i \leq 9$ and $\ell(i) \approx 63(i - 10) + 13$ otherwise.

5 Throughput

5.1 $N \leq 20$

Figures 3 and 4 show the distribution of read and write times for 96,000 warps with $N = 19$. The bi-modal shape of the read time distribution is due to translation look-aside buffer (TLB) misses [15]. This aspect is reduced when adding misalignments, since the number of transactions increases while the number of misses remains constant. Using the average read time to approximate $T$ is acceptable provided no special care is taken to avoid TLB misses.

We observed that average read and write times depend linearly of $N$. Numerically, with $k = 8$, we obtained:

\[ T_R \approx 317(N - 4) + 440 \quad T_W \approx 562(N - 4) + 1,178 \]

\[ T_R' \approx 575(N - 4) + 291 \quad T_W' \approx 983(N - 4) + 2,030 \]

where $T_R$ and $T_W$ are read and write times with $L = N$ and $M = N$ misalignments. Hence, we see that writes are more expensive than reads. Likewise, misalignments in writes are more expensive than misalignments in reads.

5.2 $21 \leq N \leq 39$

As shown in figures 5 and 6, $T_0$, $T'_R$, and $T'_W$ depend linearly of $N$ in the three intervals $\{21, \ldots 25\}$, $\{26, \ldots 32\}$, and $\{33, \ldots 39\}$. As an example, for the third interval, we obtain:

\[ T_0 \approx 565(N - 32) + 15,164 \]

\[ T_R' \approx 112(N - 32) + 2,540 \quad T_W' \approx 126(N - 32) + 3,988 \]
For misaligned reads, we observe that the average write time remains approximatively constant. Read time increases linearly with the number of misalignments until some threshold is reached. From then on, the average read time is maximal. Similar conclusion can be drawn for misaligned writes.

Average read and write times seem to depend quadratically on $k$. Since the amount of data transferred depends only linearly on $k$, this leads to think that the scheduling cost of each warp is itself proportional to $k$.

5.3 Complementary studies

We also investigated the impact of misalignments and occupancy rate on average read and write times. Figures 7 and 8 show obtained results for $N = 19$.

6 Implementations

We implemented several LBM fluid flow solvers: a D3Q19 LBGK [11], a D3Q19 MRT [2], and a double population thermal model requiring 39 words per node [9]. Our global memory access study lead us to multiple optimisations. For each implementation, we used a SoA like data layout, and a two-dimensional grid of one-dimensional blocks. Since misaligned writes are more expensive than misaligned reads, we experimented several propagation schemes in which misalignments are deferred to the read phase of the next time step. The most efficient appears to be the reversed scheme where propagation is entirely performed at reading, as outlined in figure 9. For the sake of simplicity, the diagram shows a two-dimensional version.
Performance of a LBM based application is usually given in million lattice node updates per second (MLUPS). Our global memory access model enables us to give an estimate of the time $T$ (in clock cycles) required to process $k$ warps per SM. On the GT200, where the number of SMs is 30 and the warp size is 32, $k$ warps per SM amounts to $K = 30 \times k \times 32 = 960k$ threads. Since one thread takes care of one single node, $T$ is therefore the number of clock cycles needed to perform $K$ lattice node updates. Hence, using the global memory frequency $F$ in MHz, the expected performance in MLUPS is: $P = (K/T) \times F$.

With our D3Q19 implementations, for instance, we have $N = 19$ reads and writes, $L = 10$ misaligned reads, no misaligned writes, and 25% occupancy (thus $k = 8$). Using the estimation provided by our measurements, we obtain: $T = T_r + T_w = 15,594$. Since $K = 7,680$ and $F = 999$ MHz, we have $P = 492$ MLUPS.

To summarize, table 1 gives both the actual and estimated performances for our implementations on a 128$^3$ lattice. Our estimations appear to be rather accurate, thus validating our model.

### Summary and discussion
In this work, we present an extensive study of the global memory access mechanism between global memory and GPU for the GT200. A description of the scheduling of global memory accesses at hardware level is given. We express a model which allows to estimate the global execution time of a regular data-parallel application on GPU. The cost of individual memory transactions and the impact of misalignments is investigated as well.

We believe our model is applicable to other GPU applications provided certain conditions are met:

- The application should be data-parallel and use a regular data layout in order to ensure steady data throughput.
- The computational cost should be negligible as compared with the cost of global memory reads and writes.
- The kernel should make moderate use of branching in order to avoid branch divergence, which can dramatically impact performance. This would probably not be the case with an application dealing, for instance, with complex boundaries.

On the other hand, our model does not take possible TLB optimisation into account. Hence, some finely tuned applications may slightly outvalue our performance estimation.

The insight provided by our study, turned out to be useful in our attempts to optimize CUDA implementations of the LBM. It may contribute to efficient implementations of other applications on GPU.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Occupancy</th>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Estimated</th>
<th>Relative error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D3Q19 LBGK</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>481</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3Q19 MRT</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>516</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal LBM</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Performance of LBM implementations (in MLUPS)


